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Meta Description
Demonstrating gyroscopic precession using a spinning wheel.

Learning Objectives
To investigate gyroscopic precession.
To consider real-world applications, particularly helicopter physics.

Key Terms
Angular momentum
This angular velocity (w) relates to the moment of inertia (I) (a constant of the wheel) to give the
angular momentum (L):
L=Iw
whereL is also perpendicular to the plane of the wheel.
Axle
The shaft passing through the gyroscope.
Centripetal force
A force acting towards the center of the circular path done by a rotating body.
Gyroscope
A device that spins on its axis (usually a wheel or a disc). It is very useful in maintaining stability
and a fixed reference.
Precession
The rotation of a spinning body about its axle.
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Torque
A torque is a measure of the force causing the body to rotate and is given by:
?=rF
? where is the torque, r is the position vector from the axle and F is the force applied.

Method
Step 1
Hang a rope (or chain) by one end of the wheel’s axle.
Step 2
Grab the other end of the rope by one hand (or hang it to a stand).
Step 3
Position the wheel such that the axle is horizontal.
Step 4
Give the wheel a very good spin. For the desired effect to be achieved, the wheel must be spinning
very fast.
Step 5
Observe the rotation of the wheel especially the fact that the axle remains perfectly horizontal whilst
the wheel is spinning very fast.
Step 6 Discuss the observations with students.

Precautions
1. The spinning wheel is dangerous when spinning. Particular care must be taken when
performing the demonstration to children to ensure that no objects come in contact with the
wheel or its spokes.

Narrative
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Attach the wheel to the rope such that the axle is horizontal and ask the audience to make a
somewhat obvious prediction of what will happen when leaving the wheel. Then, ask the audience to
make another prediction of what will happen with the same setup, with the only exception being that
the wheel is spinning very fast.
Make an emphasis on the direction of rotation of the wheel and the direction of precession. Repeat
the demonstration but this time rotate the wheel the other way round and emphasise that now even
the rotation of precession have changed.

Questions
Does the wheel need to spin very fast?
Yes.
Why does the axle remain horizontal when the wheel is spinning?
The spinning wheel has a large moment of inertia. (detailed explanation is given below.)

Brief Explanation
When the wheel (held by one end of its axle) is not spinning its behaviour is perfectly predictable.
However, when the wheel is spinning, as if by magic, the axle stays in the horizontal position even
though it is held only from one end. Another important observation is that the wheel is said to
precess i.e. changing its orientation. The direction of precession depends on the direction of rotation
of the wheel with respect to the axle.
The spinning wheel is characterised by atorque in the direction of spin. A torque is the measure of
the force causing rotation and depends on the actual force used to spin the wheel and the radius of
the wheel. The direction of the torque is actually parallel to the direction of the axle i.e. along the
axle.
The angular momentum of the spinning wheel is also in the direction of the torque and so a fast
spinning wheel have a large angular momentum along the axle of the wheel.(Video). Thus, the
weight of the wheel interact with the angular momentum such that the resultant force is simply the
precession motion of the wheel.

Detailed Explanation
The force applied to spin the wheel gives rise to a torque. A torque is a measure of the force causing
the body to rotate and is given by:
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?=rF
[1]
where ? is the torque,ris the position vector from the axle and Fis the force applied.
The cross products indicates that torque obeys the right hand rule and indeed it points
perpendicularly to the plane of the wheel.
Torque

Image not found or type unknown

The torque gives rise to an angular velocity of the spinning body.This angular velocity (w) relates to
the moment of inertia (I) (a constant of the wheel) to give the angular momentum (L):
L=Iw
[2]
whereLis also perpendicular to the plane of the wheel.
To better understand what is going on we first consider the forces acting on the wheel when holding
the axle horizontal. Here once again we can use equation (1) to describe the torque produced by the
weight of the wheel about the fulcrum (where the rope is attached)refer to diagram.
If the wheel is spinning fast enough the angular momentum is sufficient for the wheel to remain
vertical (Video) (plane of the wheel stays vertical) and only precess in the horizontal plane. The
direction of precession is always opposite to the direction of rotation of the wheel.

Applications and Research
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Applications
This phenomenon is key in maneuvering helicopters. The main rotors act as a large gyroscope and
the main effects of gyroscopic precession is that a force applied to a rotating body (in this case force
is applied by by changing the aerodynamics of the rotor) result in an outside force which occurs
approximately 90 degrees later.
Research
The use of gyroscopes was always in the forefront of research especially because of the use in
navigation apparatus used by the military. Gyroscopic precession is a vast topic being researched
also theoretically. On paper from Warsaw University of Technology investigates the effects of
gravitation anomalies on precession motion.

Investigation
Perform the demonstration twice with the second time rotating the wheel in the opposite
direction of the first. Discuss the precession rotation for each case.
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Subject
Physics

Education
Secondary
Post Secondary
University
Informal

Time Required
~10 minutes
Preparation: 3 minutes
Conducting: 3 minutes
Clean Up: 3 minutes

Cost
25 – 50 €

Recommended Age
10 – 12
13 – 16
>16

Number of People
1 participant
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Supervision
Not Required

Location
Indoors
Outdoors
Festivals
Laboratory

Materials
Rope or chain
Wheel with two handles at its axle
Optional: Stand

Contributors
Ryan Vella
Author
Benji Fenech Salerno
Editor

Sources
Direction of Torque Precession of a Spinning Wheel
Experiment 7 – Rotation and Gyroscopic Precession
Gyroscope Bicycle Wheel
Gyroscopic Precession and the Rotor as a Gyroscope
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The Relationship Between Angular Momentum & Torque
What is Torque?

Additional Content
Gyroscopic Precession (Intermediate)
Precession Torque (Intermediate)
Torque (Intermediate)
Investigation of the Effect of Gravity Anomalies on the Precession Motion of Single Gyroscope
Gravimeter(Advanced)
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